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a bonus component to instill discipline and to control use
The Academy is constantly fine tuning its academic

zg~-!TIto meet the needs of all students.

I, for one, don't believe that the classes at Camden Military
Academy are any easier than any other school, they just make it
hard to fail. With class sizes averaging around ten students per
class it gives us a great opportunity to work with the teachers on
any problem we may have, and they are always happy to help. We
also are given a tutorial period each day when we can go to any
teacher and get extra help. We also have a mandatory study hall in
our barracks from seven '0' clock until nine, with a teacher here to
help us with our work, which means there is no excuse to not do the
homework assigned forthat night. The different variety of classes
that we are offered gives the student a chance to study just about
whatever his interests may be. I've taken classes here that fit my
interests that wouldn't have been offered anywhere else. Also with
the extra help it makes it just about impossible to fail, something
that has helped me tremendously on getting through high school
with the grades I need to go to the college of my choosing. Eleventh
and twelfth graders are also offered the opportunity to take dual
enrollment classes through the University of South Carolina -
Lancaster. This means we take regular college classes, but receive
a full high school credit for the class and also college credit hours.
This gives students the chance to either get caught back up to
where they need to be if they're behind and to also get ahead for
their college career. I will have taken six of these dual enrollment

- classes by the end of the year and will have completed my first
semester of college in doing so. This benefits students by not
having to pay for those classes in college and getting them out of
the way and also by giving them experience into what their college
classes will be like.
Sanders Forrester, of High Point, North Carolina.


